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Abstract: Absentia voters in Madura included into high category. Regencies in Madura island have the 
highest record and included into high number in East Java for the absentia voters (someone who does 
not use his/her right to vote), the detail is Sampang Regency 65,231 absentia voters (13.91%), 
Bangkalan Regency 65,502 absentia voters (13.56%), Sumenep Regency 55,854 absentia voters 
(8.05%), and Pamekasan Regency 35,352 absentia voters (7.88%). Many political communication 
strategies in order to minimize absentia voters have been conducted by government. While, today, the 
government still uses the same strategy for all population, in which it is in contrast with the fact that the 
different people or population have different demographic characteristic, social, economy, and culture. 
The goal of this research was to result effective political communication strategy and appropriate media 
selection in order to minimize absentia voters. While, specifically, the objectives of this research in the 
first year as follow: (1) resulting demographic, socio-economic, and socio-cultural profile; (2) 
identifying political knowledge and attitude of people; (3) knowing background or reason of absentia 
voters. In which it would be foundation to arrange political communication strategy in order to select 
appropriate media for message delivery of Election socialization in Madura; (4) identifying message 
source, message delivery media, strategy of message delivery and message content that during this time 
already conducted based on socio-demographic characteristic grouping (age, gender, education, and 
income); and (5) formulating effective, applicable, and adaptive political communication strategy and 
media selection in order to minimize absentia voters in Madura. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 Absentia voters (AV) phenomenon is crucial problem and still has no solution. This 
problem is clearer towards general election party. Moreover, in 2004 Indonesia started to held 
direct general election for Village Chief, Regent, Mayor, Governor, Legislative, and President. 
Thus, it can be assured that in the range of five years, people have more than 5 times of election. 
 By seeing the reflection of regional election (Pilkada) in several areas, the percentage of 
absentia voters predicted around 20%-30%. According to Dradjat Tri Kartono, that number of 
percentage can be higher if starts from today, it is not conducted by socialization efforts to the 
people in order to use their right to vote (Media Indonesia, Thursday, November, 13th 2008). 
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 Absentia voter is the result from experience of past political history in Indonesia that 
makes people are getting further from political site. They have conscience to be apathetic. These 
all can be occurred due to disappointed feeling towards more uncomfort and not conducive state 
situation. It is not surprisingly that in general election 2004, absentia voters emerged like 
mushrooms in rainy season. This group (absentia voters) grows rapidly without any commands 
and attracted by position and occupation, rather than it grows due to past experience as fertilizer 
and state condition that never learned from history. 
 They choose to be absentia voter that comes as revenge, while it also can be happened 
due to technical errors in voting process caused by less knowledge. Some of them have good 
knowledge; however they do not find right party to be voted. Thus, it does not mean that absentia 
voters marked as bad citizen, irresponsible, or doubted nationalism. However, become absentia 
voter is not merely political reason, but fundamental problems due to many technical obstacles 
also can result in absentia voters, including distrust to the democratic system that has large 
portion in resulting absentia voters. 
 
Absentia Voters (AV) at General Election in Indonesia 
Election  Registered  Valid Vote  Absent  AV Number  (% ).          Increase 
1955     43.104.464    37.785.299    5.319.165             12.34 
1971     58.556.776    54.669.509    3.889.267               6,67             (-) 5.67 
1977     69.871.092    63.998.344    5.872.748               8,40             (+)1,73 
1982     82.134.195    75.126.306    7.007.889               9,61             (+)1,21 
1987     93.737.633    85.869.816    7.867.817               8,39             (-) 0,22 
1992   107.565.697    97.789.534    9.776.163               9,05             (+) 0,26 
1997   124.740.987  112.991.150  11.749.837             10,07             (+) 1,02 
1999   117.815.053  105.786.661  12.028.392             10,4               (+) 0, 34 
2004   148.000.369  113.462.414   34.537.955             23,34            (+)13,30 
Source : Valina Singka Subekti, Fenomena Golput dari Tahun ke Tahun in  Journal of DIALOG 
Kebijakan Publik 4th Edition/December/Year II/2008. 
 
 Besides that, data from study center UGM (University of Gadjah Mada), it is obtained 
information about “number of absentia voters” since 1971 (New Order Era) to the general 
election of 2009 as below: 
 1971   :  6.64 % 
 1977   : 8.40 % 
 1982   : 8.53 % 
 1987   : 8.39% 
 1992   : 9.09 % 
 1997   : 9.42 % 
 1999   : 10.21 % 
 2004   : 23.34 % 
 2009   : 39.1% 

Source: 1971-2004 from Pusat Studi dan Kawasan UGM (Study Center UGM); 2009 from 
temporary data of survey institution. 
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 Regencies in Madura island have the highest record and included into high number in 
East Java for voters that do not use their right to vote, the detail is Sampang Regency 65,231 
absentia voters (13.91%), Bangkalan Regency 65,502 absentia voters (13.56%), Sumenep 
Regency 55,854 absentia voters (8.05%), and Pamekasan Regency 35,352 absentia voters 
(7.88%). 

 High number of absentia voters caused by several things, for instance, general election 
day is same with tobacco planting period, thus this economic opportunity has higher priority. In 
other side, absentia voters resulted by awareness that vote is right, thus other parties cannot 
compulse or pressure someone to vote. In addition, increase number of AV also caused by voter 
candidates that are unwilling to come to the election place due to less socialization and 
information. It is deteriorated by low education level of Madura population in East Java. 

 From the phenomena above, thus, it needs an effective political communication strategy 
in order to minimize absentia voters in Madura. Many political communication strategies in 
order to minimize absentia voters have been conducted by government. However it is still top-
down strategy, not involving population yet (bottom-up). Besides that, today, the government 
still uses the same strategy for all population although different population has different 
demographic characteristic, social, economy, and culture as well as has its own uniqueness. 

 This research attempted to know how the effective political communication strategy is 
and media selection in order to reduce absentia voters in Madura based information and social 
approach. 

RESEARCH GOAL AND OBJECTIVES 
 The goal of this research was to result effective political communication strategy and 
appropriate media selection in order to minimize absentia voters. While, specifically, the 
objectives of this research in the first year as follow: (1) resulting demographic, socio-economic, 
and socio-cultural profile; (2) identifying political knowledge and attitude of people; (3) 
knowing background or reason of absentia voters. In which it would be foundation to arrange 
political communication strategy in order to select appropriate media for message delivery of 
Election socialization in Madura; (4) identifying message source, message delivery media, 
strategy of message delivery and message content that during this time already conducted based 
on socio-demographic characteristic grouping (age, gender, education, and income); and (5) 
formulating effective, applicable, and adaptive political communication strategy and media 
selection in order to minimize absentia voters in Madura. 

RESEARCH BENEFIT 
Resulting effective, adaptive, and applicable political communication strategy and media 

selection based information and social approach in order to minimize number of absentia voters 
in Sampang, Madura. 
 
LITERATURE STUDY 
 One reason causes absentia voters is less or minimum information and socialization about 
general election (Pemilu). Mass media that should be able to serve as political education, in 
actual, is less played the role. Besides that, many political communication strategies in order to 
minimize absentia voters, indeed, have been conducted by government; however it is still top-
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down strategy, not involving population yet (bottom-up). Besides that, till today, the government 
still uses the same strategy for all population although different population has different 
demographic characteristic, social, economy, and culture as well as has its own uniqueness. In 
order to arrange or establish political communication strategy that suitable with local population 
condition, it is conducted by information and social approach. This approach involves people 
participation. Thus, it is expected to be able in resulting an effective political communication 
strategy. 

Political Communication 
 Political communication is communication directed to achieve influence in such a way, 
thus problems discussed by this communication activities able to bind all population through a 
sanction or punishment established together with political institutions. The same thing also stated 
by Harun (2006:page 5) that political communication is a process and activities in order to create 
political attitude and behavior which integrated to a political system by using meaningful 
symbols. 
 From definition above, it can be stated that political communication has scope as follows: 

1. Activities directed create, mobilize, and develop party and political movement. 
2. All organized political campaign activities arranged in order to improve political 

supports. 
3. All process including public opinion management. 
4. Activities of mass media in reporting and commenting to the political events. 
5. Public information process and political debate related to the political policy.    

 
Political Communication Tools 
 In political communication process, communication messages distribute in formal and 
non formal structure toward communication in every social stratification. Those political 
communication messages transformed through mass media, direct contact communication, and 
using infrastructure communication networks. 
 In political communication, communication serves as dynamic element to create 
integrated and committed political attitude and behavior to the prevailed system as well as to 
preserve it. One attempt that conducted to those dynamic elements is by other dynamic element 
such as socialization. Political socialization, according to Alexis S. Tan (1980) is process of 
behavioral change that heavily related to the learning process. In this process, it will be 
accompanied by understanding about all political events. Political socialization is more 
psychological, which is related to the behavior and personality. It means that political 
socialization is relatively long term and complex process.  
 
Political Behavior and Attitude 
 Political communication is part of behavioral science. It is suitable with new approach of 
political science that starts to move to the behavioral approach by owning political symptoms 
and events as the result of human behavior. Political behavior is reflection from political culture 
of population or as reflection from certain belief pattern that becomes identity to differ the 
behavior with other patterns. 

Rusadi Kantaprawira (1983) stated that political behavior serves as one of studies about 
human behavior in political situation. Scope of political situation includes many problems, 
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emotional responses (supports or apathetic behavior to the government), and response to the law 
and policy related to the public interest.  
 
Absentia Voters (AV) 
 Absentia Voters (AV) is the result from experience of past political history in Indonesia 
that makes people is getting further from political site. They have conscience to be apathetic. 
These all can be occurred due to disappointed feeling towards more uncomfort and not 
conducive state situation. It is not surprisingly that in general election 2004, absentia voters 
emerged like mushrooms in rainy season. This group (absentia voters) grows rapidly without any 
commands and attracted by position and occupation, rather than it grows due to past experience 
as fertilizer and state condition that never learned from history. 
 Absentia voter emerges in 1971 pioneered by Arif Budiman. The root cause is there was 
no choice between the available parties (the available parties not meet requirement to be voted). 
Therefore, label as absentia voter becomes patent. That is democratic climate that should be 
respected, thus every citizen has choice. Allowed to have no choice is kind of choice itself. They 
choose to be absentia voter that comes as revenge, while it also can be happened due to technical 
errors in voting process caused by less knowledge. Some of them have good knowledge; 
however they do not find right party to be voted. Thus, it does not mean that absentia voters 
marked as bad citizen, irresponsible, or doubted nationalism. However, become absentia voter is 
not merely political reason, but fundamental problems due to many technical obstacles also can 
result in absentia voters, including distrust to the democratic system that has large portion in 
resulting absentia voters. 
 
Information and Social Approach 
a. Informative approach in this approach, it is used strategies to give correct information about 
good implementation of general election, both direct and indirect. In this approach, it also 
explains about voter position as their right or duty. It is very vital where by complete 
explanation, voters will not confuse in viewing general election process as something useless, 
thus it can create voter confidence, especially for absentia voters. 
b. Social approach 
This approach uses social strategies in delivering intended information to the audience. In these 
absentia voter problems, social approach played very vital or important role as one success 
determinant factor towards anti-absentia voters campaign. It is due to by social approach, it is 
emphasized that absentia voter is not good solution to solve nation problems. In this approach, 
campaign conducted to make absentia voters re-think about their action by giving other more 
responsible choices without accusing them for doing something wrong. It will make anti-absentia 
voters campaign easier to be accepted in population without negative tendency. 

 
METHODOLOGY 
 This research type was qualitative research. Qualitative research defined as research type 
in which its findings are not obtained through statistical procedures or other computation 
analysis. Qualitative method can give more complex detail about phenomena that are difficult to 
be expressed by quantitative method. 
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 This research was conducted in Sampang Regency includes 7 districts with highest 
number of absentia voters: Sampang, Pengarengan, Camplong, Jrengik, Sreseh, Banyuates and 
Tambelangan District. 
 There are two research objects as follow: 

1. Fixed voter list (DPT) of Governor Election in 2009 at seven (7) districts, Sampang 
Regency, with the highest number of absentia voters in Regional General Election 
(Pemilukada) 2009. The districts are: Sampang, Camplong, Banyuates, Jrengik,  
Sreseh, Tambelangan, and Pengarengan District; 

2. Absentia voters in seven (7) districts, Sampang, Camplong, Banyuates, Jrengik,  
Sreseh, Tambelangan, and Pengarengan District.  

 
Data Collection Technique 
Observation 
 In order to obtain demographic profile, it was conducted by secondary data collection 
about demographic profile (age, gender, occupation, education). While, in order to obtain socio-
economic, socio-cultural, political knowledge, and political attitude of people, it was used by 
data collection technique through observation and structured interview. 
 In-depth interview or structured interview is interview conducted by using questionnaire 
guidance. 
 
Data Analysis 
 Data analysis technique in this qualitative research has four characteristics: (1) inductive 
analysis technique; (2) data analysis conducted together with data collection; (3) data analysis 
conducted interactively; and (4) data analysis conducted continuously/in cycle (Sutopo, 2002 : 
39). 
 

a. Study to the Communication Components as Foundation to Arrange General 
Election Communication Strategy in Sampang 

- Communicator 
Public figure favored to convey or deliver the message is village officers (Village Chief, 
Village Secretary, RT, and RW) and followed by kyai (Islamic public figure). 
- Message 
Most of people gain information about general election from media then followed by public 
figures. However, unfortunately, the information is only about “the day” of general election, 
in which according to the people it is not accompanied by technical way (how to do) to 
conduct general election. 
Information from media is only information about day of general election in certain date. 
While, about fundamental and technical information, people perceive that they do not gain it 
from media. 
From respondent’s knowledge above, most of respondents want to gain complete information 
about general election, thus the message should include four things: day or time of general 
election, candidates, how to do general election in correct way, and most of people want to 
gain information about general election from media first then from public figures. However, 
unfortunately, the information is only about “the day” of general election, in which according 
to the people it is not accompanied by technical way (how to do) to conduct general election. 
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- Media 
Majority respondents ever gained or obtained information about general election through 
billboard, brochure, poster, and other printed media. Their favorite media format is if there is 
message in order to reduce absentia voters. While, the highest percentage of favorite media is 
formal information through speech (30%), through games and quiz (20%), through leaflet, 
brochure, and billboard (10%), while the remaining of 40% comes from art (Sandur, Topeng 
Dalang (Dalang Mask), Tanjidor, Drama, Ludruk and Song). Selection to the message 
delivery favored by respondents, actually, related to the respondent’s education level. Serious 
information (speech) selected by respondents with high education level for 90%, while 10% 
respondents with high education level select games type. In addition, art and games selected 
by respondents with primary and secondary education level for 80%, while the remaining of 
20% select serious information. 
By knowing communication strategy to the general election, then it can determine channel 
(media) to conduct social change.  
- Target/Communicant 
Target in this communication strategy is people or population, both in rural and urban areas 
who have right to vote. With different character between voters of rural and urban area, it 
also needs different communication strategy. 
- Noise  
In the implementation of this communication strategy, there are obstacles or noises such as 
language, far accommodation place, low awareness about the importance of general election, 
and also low trust to the general election.  
- Feedback  
The feedback will be seen in the next general election period, in which it is necessary to see 
whether or not the delivered message in the communication strategy results in feedback to 
the voters.   
 
b. Absentia Voter Characteristics in Sampang 
In general, absentia voter condition in Sampang divided into two (2) conditions, absentia 
voters in rural area and urban area. Absentia voters in rural area need specific strategy to 
change people mindset about general election. While, during this time, general election for 
rural people is identical with money from parties or certain candidate. For absentia voters in 
urban area, the main reason to be absentia voter is due to the day of general election is in 
weekday, thus they prefer to go to work. 
- Absentia Voters in Urban Area 
Absentia voters in urban area, partly, occurred due to reason of work, which is the day of 
general election is in weekday. Based on factual data, absentia voters in urban areas occurred 
in Pengarengan and Sampang District.   
- Absentia Voters in Rural Area 
Absentia voters in rural area more caused by mindset embedded to the rural people. 
According many informants in rural area, general election is identical with money 
distribution in order to vote certain candidate. Based on interview result and factual data, 
absentia voters in rural area at Sampang, mostly, located in 5 districts, Jrengik,Sreseh, 
Tambelangan, and Camplong District.  
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CONCLUSION 
- Basically, absentia voters in Sampang can be categorized into 2 groups with the difference 

of character, absentia voters in rural area and absentia voters in urban area. 
- The different character of each group needs different communication strategy from 

communication aspect, either source or message sender, message content, or the effect. 
- High number of absentia voters in Sampang caused by the decrease of trust to the general 

election and its candidates. Thus, people in Sampang perceive that whether or not they 
participate in general election, there will be no meaningful change for their life. According 
to informant’s opinion, most of people become absentia voter as well as tend to be apathetic 
and have unwillingness to participate in general election. 
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Sumber Lain : 
Undang-Undang Dasar 1945 Pasal 22E; Pemilu yang Luber dan Jurdil, lima tahun sekali, 

memilih Anggota DPR, DPD, Presiden dan wakil presiden, dan DPRD, diselenggarakan 
oleh KPU yang bersifat nasional, tetap, dan mandiri 

 Undang-Undang Nomor 31 Tahun 2002 tentang Partai Politik 
Undang-Undang Nomor 12 Tahun 2003 tentang Pemilu Anggota DPR, DPD, dan DPRD 
Undang-Undang Nomor 22 Tahun 2003 tentang Susunan dan Kedudukan MPR, DPR, DPD, 

dan DPRD 
Undang-Undang Nomor 23 Tahun 2003 tentang Pemilu Presiden dan Wakil Presiden 
Undang-Undang Nomor 24 Tahun 2003 tentang Mahkamah Konstitusi 


